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Let’s go for a ride…

Making an impact in people’s lives is a journey.

This journey has been digitally transformed by 

data and technology.

If data is the new oil, and knowledge is power, 

data science gives us the blueprints for a vehicle 

to drive farther, faster, and carry more passengers.



We are choking on

digital exhaust

Despite investment in R&D, productivity 

has remained low and largely unchanged.

Even as the volume of knowledge in 

medicine is estimated to be doubling every 

18 months, there must be better 

understanding of biology and pathobiology 

that can improve that productivity.

With this same knowledge doubling 

happening in so many other areas (data 

science, chemistry, math, etc.), there must 

be better ways to treat disease and 

manage healthcare. 
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Volume
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Variety

Characterize

Connect

Comprehend

Consider

Commit Variability

Veracity

Visualization

Value

Many challenges face us when we try 

to climb the ladder of inference.

As these forces increase in scale and 

resistance, we need tools and techniques to 

give us more power to climb each step.

Refining the light, sweet crude of data



Bringing what we know 

together to enable the 

power of what together we 

know.

While companies focus on data strategy 

and data platforms, the real frontier to drive 

transformative change is empowering and 

enabling workers with knowledge and 

insight, not just data.  

• Convergence platforms bring together 

data, analytics, knowledge 

management, and insight generation.

• Knowledge graphs enable people from

diverse disciplines to extract novel 

insights through advanced graph 

models and tools.
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Convergence comes as a result of the 
sharing of methods and ideas by chemists, 
physicists, computer scientists, engineers, 
mathematicians, and life scientists across 
multiple fields and industries.

It is the integration of insights and 
approaches from historically distinct scientific 
and technological disciplines.

It is a transformation that brings new 
capabilities and new ways of working.

From Convergence: The Future of Health

MIT Koch Institute



Working together

Our organizational approach to data 

science is different and effective.

• Embedding data scientists into 

domain science teams

• Domain science drives priorities

• Data science provides capabilities

• Project risk and effort around new 

ideas and technologies is mitigated 

through agile and accelerated 

PoC/PoV experimentation

• Knowledge gained through 

experimentation is realized as value in 

planning and execution of production 

stage deployment
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• ‘AGENT-Q’ provides question 

answering capability tied into 

monitoring of literature with alerting 

through Infongen.

• Users specify a question and a 

daily review of new publications 

provides them with any new or 

updated answers to the question 

that are identified.

We help rapidly find the 

knowledge hidden within 

natural language



We help extract knowledge 

hidden within images

Tools and platforms for crystal morphology 

and histopathology allow us to accelerate 

and scale the capabilities of formulation 

science and pathology.  

• The Analysis and Visualization of 

Crystals in Amorphous Drug Objects 

(AVOCADO) platform helps 

formulation scientists through 3D 

crystalline classification and 

quantification models.

• Our histopathology models and tools 

enable rapid annotation and 

quantification at the cellular level for 

pathology analyses.
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So you’ve built an AI model, 

now what?



Silverstein, S “Where the Sidewalk Ends” 1974



• Digital transformation through 

convergence requires energy, 

we don’t have a lot to spare.

• Embracing the virtuous cycle 

allows us to drive momentum 

from machines with agility 

from human direction –

Intelligent Automation.

• Leverages our advantages as 

a large enterprise to compete 

with smaller, more nimble 

competitors – Augmented 

Intelligence.

Tools

People

Data

OPERATIONAL VALUE

Fit for purpose tools and 

automation

EXPERIENTIAL VALUE

Better experiences, better 

data capture

ANALYTICAL VALUE

Precise outcomes, lower 

risk, deeper understanding

Machines drive momentum

𝑝 = 𝑚𝑣

Releasing the clutch



• Business Questions to 

Domain/Entities Mapping

• Domain/Entity to Data Source 

Mapping

• Data Sources to Governance 

Criteria

• Entity to Ontologies 

Mapping

• Harmonization Mapping 

Requirements

• Canonical Model 

(extensions when 

needed)

Business & Data Requirements Design & Build

• Business SME 

evaluation of 

knowledge 

graph

Test & Deploy

Business Review & Refinement

Business 

Questions 

Mapping to 

Domains/Entities

Entity 

Mapping with 

Ontologies

Domain/Entities 

Mapping to Data 

Source

Harmonization Transformation

Knowledge Extraction

Data Pipelines

Visualization

• Data Transformation 

Guide

• Knowledge Extraction 

Guide with Entity 

Relationship Strength 

Calculations

• Data Pipelines

Build a refinery



Have a good map



BEFORE

• ‘Q’ triages incoming safety case data 

using Natural Language Processing and 

a Human-In-Loop workflow to speed 

processing.

• Manages between 500-1000 cases per 

day and cuts unnecessary human 

reviews by 90%.

• Custom HIL application also speeds 

review for humans a further 80%.

AFTER

Be prepared for obstacles



• ‘AbbelFish’ translates between 
languages using advance Machine 
Translation models trained on AbbVie 
specific language and documents.

• 80bn parameter transformer model 
translates 180 languages via 
interlingua instead of pairs

• A workflow platform for translation 
request management is being 
developed by the Language 
Translation Services team.

• A human-in-loop platform for 
performing post-edits on translated 
documents and enabling continuous 
learning on language models is in co-
development with PPS and Amazon.

Know the local customs



• By combining user experience tools with 
HIL capabilities, ML/DL models, and RPA 
processes our scientific ecosystem 
accelerates and amplifies the workflow.

• The Crystallography with Human-In-Loop 
Enhancement (CHILE) platform brings 
together ML models with HIL feedback.

• RPA processes automatically work with 
legacy and non-API accessible functional 
platforms.

• ML models help predict and accelerate 
structural definition.

• The Crystal Hub ecosystem brings it all 
together with the LIMS system to implement 
a seamless workflow for structural biology.

Find shortcuts
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Understand biases that flow from data 

acquisition, through normalization, 

extraction, and insight generation.

Develop trust through clear lineage 

and traceability

Find the road less traveled

Avoid potholes
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Questions / Feedback:

Brian Martin

brian.martin@abbvie.com

What’s your journey going to look like?




